DMA – One Family
Most versatile modular amplifier series!

- **Highlights and strengths**
  - modular configurations
  - flexible usage
  - adaptable in many ways
  - customizing possible
  - near unlimited combinations
  - endless field of applications
  - outstanding reliability

- **Used in/for**
  - automation systems
  - offshore and marine
  - industrial applications
  - machine building
  - test applications
  - chemical industry
  - general plant construction
  - mobile applications

- **Stand alone versions**
  - all kinds of valves can be used
  - open loop and closed loop versions
  - special versions for Hawe valves
  - special LVDT version
  - many options for special I/Os

- **Bus-Interface versions**
  - PROFIBUS
  - PROFINET
  - ETHERNET I/P
  - CAN-Open
  - Single and multi module
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